QUALITY CONTROL

Every Magnecord instrument is designed to meet the latest standards of the National Association of Broadcasters standards. Specifications listed are the result of test made in accordance with NAB standards and were made under conditions necessary for long life and dependable operation. Bears the results of the test made in the factory to give the user assurance that Magnecord represents quality and precision.

Magnecord's quality control department even reaches the equal standards of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. All Magnecord records carry a seven-year warranty guarantee. Magnecord is a division of the Telex Division of the Magnecord Corporation. Magnecord manufactures many types of electronic instruments for use with commercial tape recorders. Forbes producers have for the past eight years designed the highest quality electronic instrumentation in the world.

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 1028 SPECIFICATIONS

TAPE SPEEDS: 7-1/2 and 15-1/2 inches per second
FLUTTER AND WIND: less than 0.05% at 7-1/2 ips
less than 0.15% at 15-1/2 ips
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 30 cycles to 10,000 cycles
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: 50 db minimum at 7-1/2 ips
60 db minimum at 15-1/2 ips
MINIMUM LIFESPAN: 100 years
DIMS.: 17 x 17 x 18 inches
WEIGHT: 40 pounds

MODEL 1038 SPECIFICATIONS

TAPE SPEEDS: 7-1/2 and 15-1/2 inches per second
FLUTTER AND WIND: less than 0.10% at 7-1/2 ips
less than 0.20% at 15-1/2 ips
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 30 cycles to 10,000 cycles
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: 52 db minimum at 7-1/2 ips
52 db minimum at 15-1/2 ips
MINIMUM LIFESPAN: 100 years
DIMS.: 17 x 17 x 18 inches
WEIGHT: 40 pounds

MODEL 1048 SPECIFICATIONS

TAPE SPEEDS: 7-1/2 and 15-1/2 inches per second
FLUTTER AND WIND: less than 0.10% at 7-1/2 ips
less than 0.20% at 15-1/2 ips
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 30 cycles to 10,000 cycles
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: 50 db minimum at 7-1/2 ips
50 db minimum at 15-1/2 ips
MINIMUM LIFESPAN: 100 years
DIMS.: 17 x 17 x 18 inches
WEIGHT: 40 pounds
Magnecord Models 1028 and 1048 deliver everything...amazing sound professionals and audio engineers could want.

They are economic and preferred among sound professionals because they result in exceptional tape with fine precision recording of the finest quality. Making the correct choice of tape speed and recording head is a joy.

1048 has superior specifications and is manufactured exclusively for stereo recording. It provides the last word in stereo and monaural recording.

Magnecord's Bias System ensures complete freedom from accidental tape breaks and accidental loss of tape. The two-speed frequency drive system produces split-second timing. Differential braking provides an ideal head-to-tape pressure. Magnecord heads are carefully mounted on a precision primary assembly. A fine-tune adjustment permits maintenance of ideal recording conditions. Heads are employed in standard or flatter motorized capstan and self-contained capstan systems.

Tape automatically rewinds from heads during recording at fast forward. When the tape runs out or accidentally breaks, tapeassen automatically switches off. Magnecord's unique stopping mechanism ensures smooth recording and a perfect stop. The two-speed system ensures against accidental tape erosion.

The Magnecord's special drive system produces split-second timing. Differential braking provides an ideal head-to-tape pressure. Magnecord heads are carefully mounted on a precision primary assembly. A fine-tune adjustment permits maintenance of ideal recording conditions. Heads are employed in standard or flatter motorized capstan and self-contained capstan systems. Tape automatically rewinds from heads during recording at fast forward. When the tape runs out or accidentally breaks, tapeassen automatically switches off. Magnecord's unique stopping mechanism ensures smooth recording and a perfect stop. The two-speed system ensures against accidental tape erosion.
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